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Abstract

In this paper written to satisfy the requirements of the Barchii prize nomination,

problems with the readiness metric of The United States Army are explored and a solution

devised. This metric allows a clearer picture of the current mission capability of a unit and

provides guidelines for ordering parts and sub-systems. Field interviews with helicopter pilots,

mechanics, and leaders documented the problem in the field. Congressional testimony was used

to show that new metrics are needed and should be based on a definition of capability. This

metric is general and can apply at the micro level (tank, helicopter, etc ) or macro level (brigade,

division an up).
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Abstract

During periods of high operational tempo, many unbiased observers note Army Aviation

readiness reports do not match the true state of readiness, where true readiness levels appear

lower than those stated. A proposed new metric using a part set hierarchy linked to mission

capability enables two distinct integer program decision models. This paper offers a solution

to the first decision model and showcases the implications for unit readiness with regard to

cannibalization. The first model assumes a set of aircraft down for maintenance where the

defective parts are known as well as the parts available in inventory. Now we can maximize

total utility of the entire fleet weapons systems subject to parts availability constraints. We

also formulate an inventory replenishment model based on this metric, which ties

replenishment to maximizing readiness if cost is an issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent transformations in the Army depict a need for more visibility on current readiness as

well as efficient methods for ordering and assigning parts to equipment. "The demands of

current operations/continuous, worldwide operations have accelerated the need to transform

our armed forces and undertake an increasingly complex array of missions around the world.

In response we are moving from a "threat-based" to a "capabilities-based" approach to

defense planning. This means not just focusing on who might threaten the United States and

where and when, but also how we might be threatened and what capabilities are needed to

deter and defend against those threats" (Strategic Communications Current

Themes/Messages and Talking Points 2004). Consistent with this quotation, the Army needs

similar readiness metrics for materiel.

This paper focuses on a newly proposed metric possessing the capability to optimally assign

parts to aircraft and provide commanders a clear concise reporting method ensuring an

accurate "capabilities based" depiction of readiness. Traditional focus in Army Aviation

centers around a measure known as Supply Material Availability (SMA), which is, simply

put, a ratio of the number of parts requests filled divided by the total number of requests.

In August 2000 the Washington Times reported on an internal Army document revealing that

12 of 20 U.S. Army combat schools currently rank C-4, the lowest readiness level in basic

skills. Specifically, the U.S. Army Aviation Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama ranks among the

Army training sites with low basic readiness (Price 2000). The low readiness is attributed to

defense budget cuts during the 90's, manifesting the long term shortage in spare parts and

aging combat systems faced by the Army today. In trying to address the problems faced

today the Army contracted RAND to investigate the requirements to sustain the transforming

Army. In the RAND report, the author advocates more sophisticated measures displayed as a

decision tree which indicates whether identified key performance parameters have been met,

such as "broke to fix time" and failure rates (Peltz 2003). This still shows a focus on macro
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measures which can help in identifying causes but cannot give precise military assessment of

strength to carry out a given mission.

The proposed metric and need is highlighted in a previous paper. In short, the metric centers

itself around a part set hierarchy for Army Aviation airframe types. Levels of mission

capability have a one-to-one correspondence with an associated parts set. The levels of

mission capability are linked to a value function, with value achieved only if a parts set is

complete, and each subordinate parts set is complete (Kaczynski et al 2004). The decision

model and example solutions follow.

Readiness can be misleading in different ways. In November 2003, in a Senior Readiness

Oversight Council (SROC) meeting chaired by the Deputy Secretary of Defense the Air

Force reported low readiness rates prior to operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, yet the Air

Force was able to perform the specific missions required (Junor 2004). Top Pentagon

officials noted the disconnect between actual capabilities and the macro readiness metric.

Noting this same disconnect more than a year earlier, the Defense Readiness Reporting

System (DRRS) is pursuing a capabilities based readiness metric based on guidance from top

Pentagon officials (Mayberry 2003).

2. INTEGER PROGRAM AND SOLUTIONS

2a. Decision Model

In this decision model we assume a set of aircraft are down for maintenance and all of the

defective parts are known. The parts in inventory are also known, hence the decision is

which parts to order, which defective parts are replaced from inventory, and where

cannibalization should occur if necessary. The model is based on the following definitions.

Variables: Yjk =0 if parts setj is feasible on aircraft k, 0 otherwise

Ai = value gained when parts setj is feasible on an aircraft

Xuk = if item i in parts setj is operable on aircraft k, 0 otherwise
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ni= number of items in parts set i

Qi= on hand inventory for item i

Objective Function: Maximize Yjk -Aj (2)
j,k

Constraints: xUk 1 if the part is operable, otherwise 0

E Xk
Y k < , all items in parts set must be operable to get the associated parts

ni

set value for any given aircraft

Yik > Yj+I,k we must have value at parts set levelj to get value at levelj + 1

Z Xuk <_ Q, V j and k and for i,j,k cannot assign more
k
k such that x.., = 0 items to aircraft than are

One issue arising early in development for the reporting model and for inventory assignments

is concavity or convexity of the value curve. At issue was where the bulk of the value

occurred. In looking at the mission breakdown for an AH-64 Apache, few would argue that

its ability to conduct attacks and bring lethality to the battlefield is its most important mission

in terms of a hierarchy. However, the aircraft is also often deployed in peacekeeping

operations where the ability to conduct reconnaissance is deemed important.

In sorting out mission complexity, it is possible using our model to accomplish both

objectives and measure correspondingly accurate readiness pictures. In the lethality mission

(for example a night deep attack) where the primary focus is killing the enemy, the bulk of

value lies with these top priority missions. Therefore in looking at the value curve, the shape

lends itself to a convex shape. This is an absolute necessity in this environment, providing

the force and leadership at every level the ability to plan for current and future operations as

well as conduct crisis response.
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The opposite may be true in peacekeeping operations. Surveillance and troop support

dominate the area of operations during this difficult and critical mission. There is always the

possibility that the attack mission might be conducted, however, the value of the attack

mission in this environment may be decreased. By weighting the lower prioritized mission

with a higher value, the value curve becomes more concave. If we look at the equation:

EY,,k =Yj
k

This represents the number of aircraft that have a part setj complete and hence can perform

missions that only need parts sets up to and including level j. The Yj then becomes an

interpretable metric useful for commanders in assessing readiness to perform a required set

of missions.

Given these differing value curves and associated environments, the intriguing question is the

effect on the model. The linear program outlined in appendix A investigates this dilemma

(that of different units placing different values on the same missions). The LP assumes two

value curves, convex and concave. For a part set hierarchy consisting of four levels, each

with two parts, respective costs, and a budget, we can generalize how the model orders parts.

Since the lower parts sets involve those parts required for flight and safety of flight, they tend

to be more expensive parts, like engines, transmissions, etc. We assume no inventory is

carried, and orders cannot exceed a known budget constraint. In Appendix A, compare the

yi set for the budget of $105,000 to see the how the shape of the value curve affects the

solution. With a convex value curve you get one more plane with the top parts set completed

allowing more assets for a mission that needs full lethality.

2b. Examples

We apply the model for a set of three, k = 3 aircraft, each with five, j = 5 part sets. In the

first example provided we remove the option of cannibalization. The model provides an

initial readiness value, parts inoperable identified, a budget constraint for ordering, and two

ordering schemes. See figure 1 for the initial conditions (note: there is also a part missing

from part set 2 on aircraft 3).
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Fiur 1: Initial Conditions

• ,ilm ,•a,,•ol•,ma,,•u,,uo PART ON AIRCRAFT

PART SETS T-111,1 AIRICRAFTI AIRCRAFT2 AIRCRAFT

Flight Control 0 1 1

Assume that along with the initial conditions ............ .
Geartox I Assume each part costs 0

provided above, we introduce a budget FulnSyton I

Unasra Radio I 1 1

Ha.inllgindllo~or1 1 1

constraint on parts we can order. Here the 2 D...V..... 0 ... .
Day TV1 1

DyS 0 1 1 1constraint is $5,000 and the circled parts for 3 .....S...E .(MCE) 0 1 1

S3ui Craf 0 1 1

aircraft 3 are $1,000 each. Additionally the , 0 . .MM GUN A P-ss -sr-cost-is

Point TOT Sy. (•liflr0)

missing part from aircraft 1 costs $5,000. If L o5 1 F-,d.eIdrglninuf •FUR).

we order the parts circled for aircraft 3, the integer program returns the results listed in figure

2. The readiness objective increased by 0.05, and the resulting SMA is 5/7. While SMA is

high, readiness only increased by a small amount. Using the same initial conditions, we can

also choose to order the part for aircraft 1. In doing so, we achieve the results depicted in

Figure 2: Feasible Solution Figure 3: After Optimization

PARTSETS Positive delta, 0.05, achieved 1l1" (0) AIRCRAFT 1 AIRCRAFT2 AIRCRAFT3 PARTSETS Positive delta, 0,70, achieved NV(Q) AIRCRAFT I AIRCRAFT 2 AIRCRAFT 3

Rnadin ing 5 paers. Total Cost e o1 1 1 - 1 1 n

1 aFlight Cont s a 1 1 1

i Rra or System 0 1 1 1 MaiRotr Syre 0 1 1AS

Tal1 RoCtor Sytem 0 1Tall Rotor Systm 0 1 1
S0 Parts ordered are 

No improvementFAe. Syst 
0 

1oee 5yE 
ýýR f

filled. SMA forWE R1 for aircraft 3. 0

PIntea TlT Ind.iera) 0 ordering period is Poing ITOS bneio 0 1 1 p
2 =r,- Vlh,, p. OU. 0 1 2 Diret ViewOptics 0 1 0

GPS 0 1 1 1 GPS 0 1 1 1

3 Mnrerft Sun, Eqiuip (MRE) 0 1 1 1 Ai'mrft Sumv Equip (MSE) 0 1 1
SecreCom.o 0 1 1 1 Secre Commo 0 1 Part is ordered and

4 A- Wp. Bys x. ) 0 0 '- A-e Wp. By. (RKT.) 0 1 filled.. SIMA for

1Polnt TOT By. (Hellflr) 0 4 1 Point TOT Sy, (H1*l111m) 0 - ordering period Is

5 Forward L-keng Infarad (FLIR) 0 1 5 Forward Leoodg flared (FUR) 0 1 M

figure 3. The readiness objective is noticeably better, increasing by 0.70, though SMA is only

1/7. While this example is very simple, it does showcase the weakness of using SMA as a

metric for readiness. By maximizing SMA with respect to a budget, the model returns a

readiness objective value 67.5% lower than can be achieved utilizing optimization.

For a second example consider the following, we utilize a set of initial conditions and the

ability to cannibalize parts from one aircraft to another. A budget constraint of $5,000 exists,

aircraft 3 needs five parts at a cost of $1,000 each. Aircrafts one and two are each missing

one part at a cost of $6,000 each. Clearly we cannot satisfy an order for aircrafts 1 and 2.

However, we can order the parts for aircraft 3 and stay within the limits of the budget
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constraint. Normally, this would represent an optimal solution for this ordering cycle. See

figure 4 for the initial conditions and figure 5 for the parts replacement on aircraft 3 without

cannibalization. This offers an increase in readiness, though no improvement occurs for

aircrafts 1 and 2, however, SMA is maximized.

Figure 4: Initial Conditions

Allowin canniblizatio to occr showsadded alufoth readiness objetiv (se figure

PART SETS (0 AIRCRAF I AIRCRAFT 2 AIRCRAFT 3

1 egl.. ' - 1 I 1

FlNt Co2ril l 0 t 1 1

Tail R-t Spst• 0 1

Tedevl 0 0ioumart costs t
Fue Sy"te 0 0100

U. -eur Rd 0 1 0

Hdtextd wndior 0 1 r
2 D1. Ww Op". 0 1

D.y TVI 1 0 I

SGPS 0 I

m Aeer ft Sun c ilia on acion E I i

o b•e aAssumdd part ost Is

4 An, Win St c (cKra) A oP........ S ,. 0 1 -:n I I
5 Fo rid 1-M.,; Inftrl (FUR) I 1

Allowing cannibalization to occur shows added value for the readiness objective (see figure

6). Notice that the part missing on aircraft 2 is filled from the working part on aircraft 1.

The added value is now 0.70 more than if cannibalization had not occurred. Realizing there
is a cost involved in cannibalization with regard to extra work performed, the risk of

damaging additional parts due to the extra work, and possibly reduced morale among

mechanics, precautions must exist prior to any cannibalization action and all actions must be

supported by the command. The model does allow the addition of manpower and time

constraints, so if given appropriate costs, we can include these considerations. As of March

2002, cannibalization rates for Air Force and Navy helicopters were more than double those

of the Army [3]. While this doesn't necessarily imply that the Army has it wrong, it leads to a

logical question, being whether the cannibalization (if conducted optimally) is resulting in

higher readiness rates in one of the services.
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Figure 5: Feasible Solution Figure 6: Optimal Solution

PART SETS Positive delta, 1.0, achieved INV (o0) AIRCRAFT I AURCRAFT2 AIRCRAFT3 PART SETS Positive delta, 0.70, achieved N AIRCRAFT 1 AIRCRAFT2 AIRCRAFTi

3 Fight Coattr olA 0 1 1 1 3 e b

Main Raotr System 0 1 1 1 1 Main RHai Systm

Tall Ro-Synte. 0 1 r TaltorS l

G5 ..box 0 ' , r 5 0oParrso orderedrarefil0ed.ca lestas fr prti Pau s ordered are filled. t n ex partese examples
are impl fdorO SMA for ordering petood is e xist to exen SMA for ordering pefod is

Hlr eraung Ind evenr t o te e Hlhes ng Indicuatrl 5vin .

Day p lV 0 e 1 Dey TV Parts not filled due t a

3.INETOYOREINGMODE

i p s Parts not filled du to w fas budget constraint, but
Aircraft Sub downp (AfE) sign t peri o time. 3 C urrent pro E durp ( orE) these partoSa.u. Co-- bdecosait, . • 1I3• G•••Secure co-oc..blzefo

30MM .... o1 . t, 0 1 1 0MM GUN .l 0 .1I

n a .s-ne . Ih oy a Sftr i i i ao
5 Fo-wrtl Lookding Metfaed (FUR) 0 1 1 on0

In contrast to the examples provided above, current procedures lack the insight to optimize

readiness. Current practice in logistical decisions involves simple considerations such as first

to request a part receives the part, or possibly the aircraft with the most time in a non-mission

capable status for a particular sgfa lead time part eligible. Though these examples

are simple for decisi o nly three aircraft, technology exists to extend this model for

larger units and even to the fleet level. This becomes particularly valuable in assigning high
dollar/priority parts like engines, transmissions, etc. With traditionally long lead times and

demand that exceeds supply, their placement is of principal concern.

3. INVENTORY ORDERING MODEL

In a previously conducted study, high SMA measures resulted from not only ordering

inexpensive parts, but also those parts that were fast moving instead of the higher cost, slow

moving parts. These higher cost parts were associated with longer lead times resulting in

aircraft being down for significant periods of time. Current procedures order these parts on
an as-needed basis. In other words, the part is ordered only after it is identified as inoperable

on an aircraft. Significant data exists for high dollar, significant lead time parts to forecast

demand and make reasonable estimates on future requirements. This ordering practice

requires readiness be entirely dependent on lead times and part availability in most instances.

The current lack of spare Army aviation parts compounds this issue.
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The part set hierarchy linked to levels of mission capability facilitates a model that can

include inventory and lead times. The model's goal is to order only the amounts required to

achieve the maximum readiness value possible. The part set dependency forces an important

aspect of this model. That is, if a part set cannot be filled there is no need to order a subset of

the parts, the budget is better allocated somewhere else. Since the model includes time

periods, an explanation is best suited by looking at a timeline (see figure 7). Lead time for a

part is defined as L and the current time period is t. Assume orders are cut at the beginning

of the period (BOP), inventory balance is at the end of the period (EOP), and past orders are

known in terms of when they arrive. Also assume that shortages can be backlogged,

meaning the amount short for a particular part can increase the demand for the next period.

Figure 7. Timeline for inventory ordering model

Demandis filled OrderatBOP

I II Il i+
t+I t+2 t+L t+L+l

EO nventory,

3a. Model Defined

The inventory ordering model follows.

Variables: Xi, = an order for part i in part set j at the beginning of period t, it will

arrive at the BOP, t + L

ni= number of aircraft capable of mission level i at time t added to the

fleet
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Iij,t inventory of parts i in part setj at time EOP t

vi =incremental value of feasible part set i

Sij, = the shortage for item i, part setj, at the EOP t

Di,j,= projected demand for item i, part setj, at the BOP t

MAX E ni,t Vi
i't

subject to nj,t <_IQ,,t_1 +X,-,,L :V i, precludes full parts sets from exceeding

inventory and limits nja to the minimum of the

available item quantities

ni,_ nj, = j + 1, j = 1, 2,..., number parts sets -1, mission dependency

constraint

n • # of planes with non-functional part setj's at BOP t. Here

more part sets can't be repaired than are listed "need

repair".

Materiel balance equations:

for period t: Sij., - Ii,j., = Dij,, - Iij,,-i + Sij,,_• - known order to arrive t = 1, 2, ... , L-

1

for period t + L: Si,j,,+L - Ii,jt+L = Dj,,+L - Ijt+L-1 - XQ,t + Si,j,t1 +L for all t > t + L

Note that shortages are not penalized specifically but they do lower feasibility of parts sets

since a shortage means no inventory for the next period exists, hence a lower availability. In

this problem all values are integer, but no integer restriction is necessary because all

coefficients in the constraint set are one. These constraints are a combination of ij, and t, so

there can be a large total number of constraints. For example, assuming a 12 week time

horizon and 5 parts sets with 5 items in each parts set we have 300 constraints plus the non-
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negativity conditions. For software currently available this is not a hard problem to solve

optimally. The significant element in this model involves inventory ordering being driven by

the readiness function whereas traditional models minimize cost. Cost is not minimized in

this case but could still be included as a constraint.

Another possible problem is the number of periods modeled. A linear programming model

solves the problem as if future demands are zero, i.e., inventory leaving the last period will

be set to zero if possible. Hence it is a modeling problem to determine how far into the

future to model. A normal planning horizon is L2. You then reforecast and remodel after L

periods of demands have been observed.

3b. Extending the Model

The presented model deserves consideration in arenas other than aviation. It is worthwhile to

apply the model to other Army equipment lending support to optimizing readiness with

respect to the constraints above. Provided that the same complexities and hierarchies exist

between parts sets and missions, the model can be immediately extended. The next step in

modeling is to write this as a stochastic linear program with recourse with a solution using a

modeling approach involving Monte Carlo Simulation where the lead times and demand for

parts are random variables.

4. CONCLUSION

Aviation units, brigade size and lower, have already discovered the merit of reporting

readiness according to individual aircraft capability. A recent interview with an aviation

brigade commander returning from OIF, revealed this finding. A standard operating

procedure in the unit routinely updates individual aircraft capability. Since commanders

already know this provides valuable insight for crisis reaction as well as long term planning,

it naturally lends itself to formal reporting procedures. By implementing reporting of the

measure outlined above, in addition to the value achieved by displaying an accurate measure

of readiness useful to every level of command, the Army also receives the added benefit of

11



optimal ordering and assignment of parts to aircraft models. We believe this metric and

models based on it satisfy the intent of senior readiness officials.
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Appendix A

The following linear program investigates this dilemma (that of different units placing

different values on the same missions). The LP assumes two value curves, convex and

concave. Given a parts set hierarchy consisting of four levels, each level containing two

parts, associated parts costs, and a budget, the model provides insight on order policy. Since

the lower parts sets involve those parts required for flight and safety of flight, they tend to be

more expensive parts, like engines, transmissions, etc. The model assumes no inventory is

carried, and orders cannot exceed a known budget constraint.

xij = number of partfs ordered in part set i

dij = demand for partj in part set i

cj = cost of partj in part set i

b = budget for a given ordering period

yi= number of aircraft with part set i complete/capable of conducting mission i

v= value of part set i as determined by the value curve

MAX ly. vi

Subject to: xj Ž 0, integer

yi > 0, integer

yi < min{xij }, for all i
J

cij .xij < b, for all i,j
i,j

Yi < Yi-1 , for i = 2 to n

xj < di ,. for all i,J
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LP Application: In looking at the results, the hierarchy constraints dominate ordering policy.

Note that order policy is predictable based on shape of the value curve, that is, lower part sets

with higher value forces the focus on lower parts and vice versa (while still meeting

hierarchy constraints).

Given the following:

Part Set Ci,1 Ci,2 vi (concave) vi (convex)

PS 1 7500 6600 .4 .1

PS2 3500 3500 .3 .2

PS 3 2000 2000 .2 .3

PS 4 1000 800 .1 .4

Results:

Convex

Budget Objective Xi 11  X 1,2  X 2 ,1 X 2 ,2  X 3,1 X 3 ,2 X 4 ,1 X 4 ,2  Y 1  Y2  Y3  Y4

$15,000 0.1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

$30,000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

$45,000 1.1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1

$60,000 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

$62,000 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

$75,000 2.3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2

$90,000 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

$105,000 3.3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3

$107,600 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Concave

Budget Objective X 1,1  X 1,2  X 2 ,1 X 2, 2  X 3 ,1 X 3,2 X 4 ,1 X 4 ,2  Y1  Y2  Y3 Y4

$15,000 0.4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
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$30,000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

$45,000 1.4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

$60,000 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

$62,000 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 3 2 1 0

$75,000 2.7 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2

$90,000 3.1 4 4 3 3 3 3 0 0 4 3 3 0

$105,000 3.8 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 2

$107,600 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
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Appendix B: Letter from Undersecretary Paul Mayberry
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- OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000

PERSONNEL AND
READINESS

MEMORANDUM FOR 72ND MORSS BARCHI PRIZE COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: 72nd MORRS Barchi Prize Nomination for Paper Titled, "Army Aviation
Readiness, a New Metric for Reporting and an Inventory Replenishment
Model", authored by, Bobbie L. Foote, CPT Steve Henderson, MAJ William
H. Kaczynski, Edward A. Pohl

Capabilities or mission-based measures of materiel readiness are a natural
extension of the Department's move toward a capabilities based readiness and planning
system. Combatant Commanders need direct information on what their forces can do.
Recent observations of military planning in OEF and OIF suggest that current measures
of equipment condition (partially mission capable rates) do not depict the true capabilities
of the Department's weapon systems.

Equipment readiness metrics should reflect capability of specific systems. The
research work in progress by the analysts indicated above has tremendous potential in
tackling the current problem. By linking specific missions to equipment capabilities,
readiness can be truly maximized relative to the current objective. Their literature review
and personal interviews indicate the importance of the problem, as well as the negative
impact on the Force.

I believe the significance and originality of the concepts are worthy of the Barchi
Prize. Commanders deserve a solution to the readiness reporting dilemma, this work may
very well lead to that solution.

Paul W. Mayberry
Deputy Under Secretary

Readiness
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Appendix C: List of Abbreviations

A
ARL Army Research Lab
B
BLOS Beyond Line of Sight
C
COP Common Operating Picture
D
DTIC Defense Technical Information Center
L
LOS Line of Sight
M
MOUT Military Operations in Urban Terrain
N
NLOS Non-line of Sight
NVESD Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate
0
ORCEN Operations Research Center
S
SA Situation Awareness
SE Systems Engineering
SEDD Sensor and Electron Devices Directorate
SEDP Systems Engineering Design Process
U
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UGS Unattended Ground Sensor
UGV Unattended Ground Vehicle
USMA United States Military Academy

*This table is sorted alphabetically
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